
THE ISSUE OF DEFORESTATION IN AMERICA

In , nearly 46% of land in the US was forested according to estimates by Agriculture was still the main cause of
deforestation even in according to.

Together, we can protect and restore America's wild and natural forests! The forest will return given time,
good growing conditions and often a helping hand through planting trees. Deforestation in Brazil: Aerial view
of a large soy field eating into the tropical rainforest. A forestry expert quoted by the Natural Resources
Defense Council describes clear cutting as "an ecological trauma that has no precedent in nature except for a
major volcanic eruption. For decades, the U. Loss of habitat can lead to species extinction. Both countries
share the same island, but Haiti has much less forest cover than the Dominican Republic. For example, the
film "Under the Canopy" takes a look at the Amazon rainforest and the people who live there, including an
indigenous guide named Kamanja Panashekung. Gas molecules that absorb thermal infrared radiation are
called greenhouse gases. Find out how a tribe in the Amazon is using old cell phones and machine learning to
help save their forest home. This harms the entire ecosystem. Within the forests, animals of many sorts dwell.
It is simply not acceptable to continue to put low-income people and people of color on the front lines of a
destructive economic system that concentrates power and wealth in the hands of a few while destroying our
life support system. When these trees are absent, carbon dioxide can no longer be removed from the
atmosphere, increasing global warming. Salmon and their eggs smothered under an avalanche of mud sliding
off of a clearcut mountainside. While there are no silver bullet solutions, these approaches can make a big
difference to save our forests. CO2 accounts for about  Extent of Deforestation in the USA Forests can be
classified as reserved forests, timberland, and other forests explains U. About billion tons of carbon, 40 times
the annual greenhouse gas emissions from fossil fuels, is stored in trees, according to Greenpeace. People heat
their homes with wood. Remaining natural forests are degraded by logging. Spruce and pine carpeted the
Great Lakes region. Meanwhile, we import timber from tropical rainforests, causing massive deforestation
around the world and loss of jobs here at home. While wood will be continued to be used for various things,
the harvested amounts can be decreased. The bare earth is saturated with plant-killing chemicals, the land
bulldozed, the remaining branches and fallen tree trunks soaked with gasoline and set on fire; every living
thing above and below the ground is dead. With the loss of their homes, they must relocate. Between and ,
Connecticut, New Hampshire, Vermont and Rhode Island, lost a total of , ha of forest area from the
construction of suburban houses, vacation homes, golf courses and commercial development.


